Tractebel DOC Offshore GmbH (DOC) was founded in 2009. With over 30 experts DOC provides independent competence for the realization of offshore wind farm projects. DOC is able to contribute current project experience for all phases of an Offshore Wind Farm Project. DOC’s own engineers, geoscientists, logistics-, commercial- and offshore experts address all main and crucial sub works. Over the past years, DOC has been involved one way or another in almost all of the German offshore projects. Our most outstanding areas of competence are subsea power cables (inner array and export cable) as well as marine operations (heavy lift, port handling, installation of foundations and WTG components). We are able to contribute our longstanding experience to all phases of a project – from the planning phase to engineering to the operative implementation.

Our Key References

- OWF Alpha Ventus
- OWF Amrumbank
- OWF Baltic I + II
- OWF Bard Offshore I
- OWF Butendiek
- OWF Cape Wind (USA)
- OWF Courseulles-sur-Mer (F)
- OWF Fécamp (F)
- OWF Gemini (NL)
- OWF Global Tech I
- OWF Hohe See
- OWF Humber Gateway (UK)
- OWF Katakasi
- OWF Merkur
- OWF Neart na Gaoithe (UK)
- OWF Illes d’Eau et de Nairnoulet (F)
- OWF Norderg rende
- OWF Riffgat
- OWF Saint Nazaire (F)
- OWF Sandbank 24
- OWF Trianel WP Borkum III
- OWF Dieppe le Tréport (F)
- OWF Wilkinger
- OWF Yuntin (TW)
- OSS BarWin 2
- OSS DalWin 3
- OSS HelWin 1
- OSS Norderg rende

Our Services at a Glance

DOC provides services for project developers, operators, manufacturers of components and installation companies. Our experience in design, implementation, management and supervision of projects and deliverables reduces the amount of risk you have to deal with.

Find more Information on our Website!
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With the trusted expertise of
tractebel-engie.com